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CHSC Board Meeting 
 
Date: 5/14/2019 
 
Attendees: Liz Feldhusen, Jackie Coppola, Clark Callahan, Mary Helen Sandoval, Michael 
McArthur, Greg Mestas, Cyndi Bush-Luna,  Stella Yu, Erin Sciscione, Nneka McPhee, April 
Thompson and Nick Bucy via conference call.  
 
Called to Order at 4:05pm 
 
Clark read the mission.  
 
Jackie shared story about GES student who came directly from jail to GES. Jackie spoke of his 
passion and success at CHSC and relayed that the student is now ¾ of way through barbering 
school and will graduate this year.  
 
Liz spoke of her pride in student council. Specifically, the leadership they have taken in the 
school, and response in regards to the recent gun violence experienced and how they were able 
to channel grief in positive way.  
 
Clark shared a story regarding a text from Liz that he received off hours regarding a video of 
student taking pills in attempt to hurt themselves. It was originally another student who received 
this information and the student reached out to an advocate who involved 911 and CHSC staff 
responded to the student’s house. The student was taken to hospital and is going to be okay. 
Clark shared how systems at CHSC worked as they needed to in this situation and how staff 
reacted following protocols in urgent and appropriate ways.  
 
4:12PM 
Erin Sciscione presented findings on the GES CSSI visit in response to the CCSP grant of 
approx 700k over three years. Erin is previous charter school leader and has been through the  
process as both a leader and part of the evaluator team.  
Areas of Strength:  

● Consistent process to use standards in class with multiple chances to show proficiency 
in content areas.  

● Teachers and leaders were clearly able to articulate assessments in place.  
● Time spent on SE learning and school culture.  
● Across the board high degree of commitment to students and mission of the school.  
● Clear observation and evaluation cycle in place that is understood by staff.  
● Student Advocate role incredibly valuable - vital in connecting dots with home and 

school.  
● Board is engaged and brings diverse and valuable skill sets to team. 
● Strong financial practices in place. Team was impressed with reserves in financial 

planning. 
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2 focus areas for standards of running school and implementing needs and priorities in the area 
of finances and board governance.   
 
Recommendations:  

1) School adopts and identifies more comprehensive set of assessments, formative, 
summative, and on demand assessments. Universal screeners and probes, interim 
assessments. Ensure full picture of assessment types to better assess students strength 
and needs. Clear understanding of how assessment should be used such as MTSS and 
data team processes. Roles and responsibilities are clear for assessments and success 
criteria is universal and understood. Nick asked what assessment systems Erin has 
used that meet the criteria suggested. Erin suggested each curriculum unit has mid and 
end assessments that are done independently by students. This should be separate 
from projects to independently assess the standard. Jackie stated she has also reached 
out to Bailey, DPS support partner, in attempt to research available assessments. Erin 
suggested possibility of using accuplacer to better understand student levels. 

2) “Best First Instruction”. Learning goals are clear and posted with criteria. Ideally, learning 
objectives are for single lesson versus long term goal. Teachers need to better 
understand the look for in success criteria. Highly recommend a lesson structure to 
include gradual release of responsibility, where students are given opportunity to 
practice skills learned prior to independent work. Short tight guided practice to model 
skill understanding. Once those are in place, next step to make sure differentiated 
supports are in place. Improvement cycle recommendations: co-create with staff “best 
first instruction”, co-plan, provide PD and frequent walk-throughs to determine pd and 
coaching needed.  

 
Specific to board regarding government and finance:  
 
Erin reported that overall the CSSI team was really impressed and pleased with what was seen 
with this board and feel there are strong practices in place.  
Assets: clear delineation of responsibilities, engaged and involved, regular financial and 
performance data review, impress with strategic plan, follow through on ED reviews, 
conservative budget practice and debt ratio, positive relationship with authorizer 
Recommendation: strong documentation with policies and practices with board. Schedule policy 
and practices review and make written revisions as per calendar. Written policies posted on 
website. Practices upheld as rules require on executive session. Financial practices, consult 
with legal team with finances across two schools.  
 
Erin stated the CSSI team enjoyed their time at GES and enjoyed the students and student 
panel they interviewed. Erin stated the recommended corrections are logistical things all schools 
deal with and overall commended with the work being done.  
 
4:41pm Review Mins from previous meeting.  
 Changes: Page three middle of page change “government” to “governance” 
                  Mary Helen suggested being consistent with verbs and using past tense.  
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Mary Helen-Sandoval motions to approve with corrections above all in favor.  
 
Discussion of Mr. Mestas choice of “Liquid Death” canned water beverage. Label contains 
“Murdering Thirst”. Cyndi suggests liquid death at all board meetings.  
 
4:50pm  
GES performance: Jackie spoke of intensity of CSSI visit for GES. Priorities from visit is data 
teams and making more consistent part of practice. Bringing on teacher leader and that person 
being in charge of data teams. Looking at purchasing or to AEC community as big focus on 
assessments. Appreciated specific feedback on instruction “I-do, we-do, you-do” improving 
differentiated mini lessons with more focus on the we-do. MTSS process, great job of referring 
student but lesser looking at school wide data and bring that to the MTSS team. Attendance is 
at 69% last year 62% at this time. Finishing up MAPs, family surveys and student surveys. 
Completed student surveys, all energy is being focused on family surveys. GES is at 56% goal 
and will plan house visits next week to complete goal. GES is pushing through on Maps goal for 
reading currently at 78% and will hit 90 in reading. Language usage is at 83% and Math is 57% 
GES will continue to test this week and next. Ms. Campbell, new dean, started Monday. She is 
a previous CSO at Bruce Randolph. She knows students already and started with positive 
relationships and great balance. GES has made offer to Social Studies teacher coming from 
Aurora Central, students and staff interview agreed on the selection and are excited to bring him 
on. The current math teacher will move to science and we are continuing to look for a math 
teacher. A teacher leadership role is also being posted. Jackie states she feels GES is in a 
positive place with hiring and excited about new people coming to team. Michael asks how often 
students get to play role in hiring process. Jackie replies that this is new to GES and that it has 
been working well at Osage. Greg states this is great process and is walking the walk not just 
talking the talk. Jackie explains that after negative information from students they did not move 
forward with what seemed like a high candidate for an advocate position.  
 
4:59pm 
Osage Performance: Liz states attendance is currently at 67% compared to 63% last year. Liz 
reported feeling good about SAT and PSAT increased participation at an increase of 70%. 
Students are already getting scores from college board and the buzz is positive. Osage is 
awaiting CMAS results. Maps progress: 80% in reading in winter hoping to reach 90 in next two 
weeks. Language Usage is currently at 82% compared to 79% in winter. Math 72% compared to 
61% in winter. Osage testing will continue through the end of the year. Liz feels the growth seen  
is exciting. Family surveys, Osage is currently at  50% of 103 goal. Student Surveys 50% 
completion. Osage is projecting 50 students to graduate. Osage is looking to fill 2 science 
positions, a social studies position. Students fill out reflection form after sample teach lesson a 
candidate completes. Students identify strengths and areas of growth which is often aligned with 
adult opinion. Liz reported that the Osage Assistant Principal, Josh Trinidad, also recently 
announced he will be moving on to a position at Hill MIddle school and Osage has began 
looking for AP candidates.  
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Nneka asked what tactics are being used to help with family survey completion. Liz stated, 
Osage timed family night with resources to invite families along with coaching seniors that it is 
part of the exit interview. Osage advocates are doing most of the heavy lifting ie: going to work 
places, gas stations etc. to meet parents where needed. Cyndi asked for enrollment information 
to explain the family survey goals. Liz replied with the Osage data pull number of 250 with the 
goal being 50% to explain the number of 103. Jackie states GES is doing similar things with a 
google doc to track what parent need as far as visits and sending some surveys home. GES 
has also planned events such as making breakfast and raffles for families. Nneka offered 
assistance as she has done this at her school previously as a parent. Liz agreed that it is a good 
idea to get other parents involved to assist. Cyndi states Target gift cards really worked in past. 
100$ raffle then 10$ for everyone turned  in. Clark states we can no longer do 1:1 gift etc in 
exchange for survey.  
 
Jackie shared that tomorrow is the GES project showcase from 4-6pm and that students have 
been nominated and are excited to show exemplar work. Liz states Osage project showcase is 
during the day tomorrow.  
 
Clark stated he would like to acknowledge and celebrate Liz and Jackie with the difficulty in our 
schools and communities and how they are shouldering angst and fears from staff, students and 
parents. This is also most intensive time of the year with testing and surveys. Timing and events 
has been a test in leadership and both excelled in difficult and trying times.  
 
Nick added a shout out to Jackie and Liz for answering board request to collect and report 
academic and SPF data. Nick states the board requested a bigger focus on student outcomes 
and data. Nick thanked Clark, school leaders and Greg for bringing it to the meeting.  
 
Clark spoke to the possibility of purchasing additional space at 1175 Osage. Part of the 19/20 
Osage budget allocated 75k to help solve the space problems and lack of office space. With the 
projected staffing for next year there are 4 staff members that will not have offices or would 
have to triple up to solve space. In the process of exploring possibilities, one of the long term 
tenants upstairs is interested in and planning to. Clark stated the space is ideal and would meet 
needs without having to do any work to the space on a short term basis.  
 
The appraisal number is due on Thursday. Sarah has reached out to Credit union that holds 
CHSC mortgages. Historically they have asked for 25% down. They are open to 20% down and 
giving us prime interest rate. Reflecting on where CHSC was at 5 years ago and looking across 
country to find someone to lend it feels good to be in current situation. The mortgage payment 
for the new space based on the projected 400K appraisal would be a little less than 2k/month 
and the down payment is part of budget presented last month. The 2k per month could also be 
absorbed in proposed budget without touching student count.  
 
Clark stated that this space would also give CHSC flexibility with the upcoming retirement of 
Sarah and place to put staff to fill her shoes. Sarah stated her retirement is in 83 weeks!  Clark 
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is thinking through succession planning with considering the possibility of hiring two people and 
will need the flexibility for space.  
 
Osage also has a need for dedicated testing space. Clark stated the current office-sharing 
situation has been difficult; additional space is needed and would be much appreciated. Better 
option than attempting to carve current space into more offices. Given that the classrooms are 
already small this felt like the better option. Clarks asks that we need to put an offer to David. 
David is the tenant and he has agreed he will only work with us at this time as long as we 
continue to move forward. Clark asked if the board would be willing to convene a meeting late 
Thursday or Friday,  or agree on moving forward with an offer for appraised value for property 
as long as it comes in under x amount.  If the board prefers no meeting on Friday to approve 
offer on property. Mary-Helen asked for the square feet of the space. Clark responded 1660sqft.  
 
Nick asked for the expected appraisal number.  Clark responded 400K. Greg asked what taxes 
or other associated costs would be. Sarah responded HOA dues and property insurance, but 
that we are tax exempt. Nick asked if there would be any additional costs to make space usable. 
Clark explained that there is not any needed construction but that there would be IT costs. Clark 
described the space as including a conference room, six offices, and s small office like kitchen. 
Cyndi asked what the dedicated testing center would look like. Clark responds that down the 
road we would remove walls in an office to combine space to make a testing center. Cyndi 
asked what the HOA cost would be with a 2k monthly payment. Sarah stated that she needs 
some time to research as there are currently 4 different HOA bills. Sarah stated that currently 
the HOA bills are showing $900/month for 900 square feet therefore she expects the HOA to be  
750-800 month. Nneka asked if the HOA can also be absorbed. Sarah replied that the HOA 
costs can be absorbed without touching student count. Nneka asked what would be sacrificed 
as a result or what the priorities are. Clark responded that this is high priority and that they are 
no other trade offs other than a smaller cushion in. Cyndi requested a visual of down payment, 
HOA, monthly costs and how it would be absorbed in budget. Nick asked how we are brokering. 
Clark stated we are not using a broker but will have an attorney to draw up contract. Mary Helen 
offered to do it at no cost. Nick sought to confirm that there will be no realtor fees on this 
transaction. Mary Helen confirmed.  Clark asked for the board’s preference on getting an offer 
out. Sarah stated she has researched and believes 400K to be in ballpark. Sarah stated she 
tends to highball but hopes that is will be no more than 400K. Sarah stated that the new 500k 
condos going up in the vicinity may also be affecting price. Sarah stated that CWEE just bought 
space that the real estate investment folks owned. Clark met with CEO at CWEE and they are 
looking to expand and got a large contract. Clark stated that he is concerned that CWEE will 
take the property quickly if they can. Sarah stated that the most recent CWEE purchase is not 
online yet and we are unable to view for cost comparison. Stella stated she feels that this sq/ft 
for 400k is a good buy with the current growth and changes in the neighborhood. Sarah states 
the seller has already bought place to move into and is serious.  
 
Cyndi made motion to negotiate based on the appraisal price knowing that it fits in budget and 
does not affect reserve or student count. Will likely close after June 30th and will be a next fiscal 
year expense. Sarah states even at 450K still fits in budget and reserves. Clark states this also 
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allows us to get GES up to 2 months in reserves and will get green rating on financial 
performance framework. Nick stated that his knee jerk reaction is to back off real estate but that 
what is more comfortable for him is that this will be easy space to resell if needed to offload and 
break even or make money. Sarah and Cindy replied they believe this to be a very rentable 
space if needed. Clark state no properties in the Osage building have ever hit the market and 
that they have been sold to other owners and agrees with Nick’s point about off loading. Nick 
asked if we could break even or profit. Clark and Sarah confirmed. Mary-Helen seconds Cyndi’s 
motion. All members in favor and the motion is approved. Greg asked if Clark wants a cap and 
Clark stated that he will come back to the board if something changes. Nick asked for a cap of 
450k or 500k and that if the appraisal comes in at more than 450k that Clark will reach out to 
board via text. As addendum to motion, all members agree that Clark will reach out to board for 
counsel if the appraisal comes in above 450K. Seconded and approved.  
 
5:35pm  
Sarah’s financial report: Final approval for next year budget will be at next month’s meeting.  
 
Osage Report: 
April financial report: Osage total expense up slightly due to trips week but expected to even 
back out.  
Detailed budget report: Per pupil revenue; lost .5 student for 2018.  
Expense side: total expenses 79% of budget with two months left in fiscal year. Tracking well.  
FY18, 3 quarter of 19 and April: tracking consistently.  
 
GES Report: 
April Financial report: Improvement in metrics. Occupancy challenges still affecting budget and 
are expected to improved next year. This is a function of the renovation and paying 
rent/mortgage ate 42nd and Mariposa at the same time. The goal for months in reserve is 1.5 
and currently at 1.6 and plan to be at two months next year.  
Detailed report: revenue behind- planned to refinance building and putting off until alley 
acquired. This is in process with city council awaiting process of 3-4 weeks. Landscaping will 
also be completed prior to refinance.  
Expenses: Tracking well, renovation done - 4k over budget.  
 
Mary Helen asks about transportation being 210% of budget. Sarah explains that cost is shared 
between GES and Osage for cost of bus driver. This is a cost sharing allocation.  
 
 
 
5:45pm 
Greg presented on establishing standards. He wants to encourage the effort to get committee 
together to write and update policies. Mary-Helen states that we have a lot of policies in writing 
and they have been requested from Sarah. Cyndi and Mary-Helen stated that they will work 
together and present current policies at the next meeting. Mary-Helen went through the two sets 
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of bylaws and have sent them to Clark. Bylaws will be presented to approve and amended at 
the June board meeting.  
 
Greg asked that policies and bylaws be an agenda item for the June board meeting. Michael 
asked that the board have the bylaws and policies prior to next meeting for review. Mary-Helen 
stated she will send out bylaws immediately and policies prior to June.  
 
Stella asked for an example of policies. Clark explained checks and balances in finances, Stella 
asked about board contribution as a policy. Nneka stated it is very standard for a board to have 
a give and get policy. Greg asked that we look at gaps in current policies from risk mitigation 
standpoint and that Nneka should review those. Nick asked is there any policy that we don't 
have that we could borrow or steal from other charter networks instead of creating from scratch. 
May-Helen and Greg suggest using Charter League as a resource.  
 
Greg stated he will talk to Clark offline to explore training classes and options for new board 
members but also entire board. Cydni stated she feels it is a good idea to do annual training. 
Mary-Helen suggested the board have a day of retreat with a small portion being training with a 
larger portion being discussion of practices and looking to future. Mary-Helen stated training is 
valuable but feels visioning and discussing things that are happening in the schools such as 
foundations class, support for administrative team and sharing that type of information would be 
extremely valuable. Mary-Helen suggested to have someone outside the league as it wouldn't 
be so stuck to previous tradition in charter schools with the league coming in later to give 
feedback. Greg would like to discuss further with Mary-Helen to get ideas combined to bring 
back to board and calendar. Nick also seconds Mary-Helen’s idea with an additional purpose of 
decisions on nuanced topics that require a greater look such as graduation requirements with 
strong arguments on all sides, do we serve all students etc. topics to workshop. Cyndi and 
Michael agree.  
 
Nneka suggested addressing the challenging topic to add to list around finding new board 
members and members that represent students with same regards of getting teachers of color 
that represent student and what the board can do to support that process. Mary-Helen asked if 
new hires are of color. Jackie responded that the new dean is but that currently the teacher 
candidates are not and that GES is continuing the effort of getting candidates that represent the 
student body.  
 
5:55pm 
Clark’s Update:  
Clark stated that safety and security are at the top of his mind. A survey of staff regarding 
emergency protocols and feedback on building safety and practices was just completed. Clark 
spoke with Osage staff Monday and will speak with GES tomorrow to review procedures and 
recent circumstances. Clark recently met with the DPS safety and security team and the current 
proposed budget includes a safety officer at both campuses as advocated for by staff at both 
campuses. 
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Graduation is May 24th at the Kings Center 12:20pm for GES and 5:30pm for Osage 
 
GES property alley vacation in process and landscaping is planned to start in early June. We 
are waiting on final alley decision as that space is a large part of the landscaping plan.  
 
Stella asked to better understand the expectation of the board at graduation. Clark stated there 
will be several opportunities to volunteer, handing out programs, facilitating cake, punch etc.  
 
Mary-Helen requested that no plastic be used from graduation. 
Mary Helen states it seems there has not been enough cake in the past and that we ensure we 
have enough refreshments and plan for big families.  
 
Greg motions to adjourn  
 
Michael seconded motion to adjourn.  
 
6:02 pm Meeting Adjourned  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


